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Abstract One stationary object is in one of n boxes with the distribution (pt. ... Pn)' Let Fj(t) be the distribution 

of the lifetime of the object in box i and suppose that Fj(t) is composed of two probability masses (Xj at t = 0, pj at 

t = co and a probability density function fj(t) on the interval (0, co) which is differentiable in t almost everywhere. 

Let c be the search cost per unit time. If the object is in box i and box i is searched for t hours, the object is detected 

with probability l-exp(-Ajt) whether it is alive or not. We suppose that the search is continued until the object is 

detected whether it is alive or not. If the searcher detects the living object in box i, he obtains a reward rj(>O). If 

the searcher detects the died object, no reward is obtained. The criterion is to maximize the expected return (reward 

minus cost) until the object is detected. We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a policy to be optimal. 

Furthermore we obtain the optimal search rate in the implicit form. Specially we obtain the optimal search policy 

explicitly in the case that fj(t) (i = I, ... , n) are differentiable in t. We consider two numerical examples and give the 

explicit solutions. One of them is the case of the exponential lifetime distribution and another is the case of the 

uniform lifetime distribution. Finally we deal with a stopping problem in which the searcher is permitted to stop the 

search at any time. Some results about the optimal search policy and the optimal stopping time are obtained. 

1. Introduction 

In winter many alpinists are lost in a snowy mountain and the search for 

them is carried out. In such a search it is important to detect the alpinist 

while he lives. Since the capabil~ty of his survival depends exceedingly on 

the geographical feature and the weather in the accident place, his lifetime 

seems to be a random variable depended Oil the place. Therefore we must search 

first in the place where he cannot live long even if the efficiency of search 

is bad there. In this point our search model differs from the common one. If 

the alpinist dies, his family wants to detect his dead body. Therefore it is 
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176 T. Nakai 

supposed that the search is continued until the alpinist is detected whether 

he lives or not. 

The search problem in such a situation is modelled as follows: One 

object is in one of n boxes and does not move among these boxes. 
n 

the prior probability that the object is in box i ( LP. = 1). 
i=l 'Z.. 

Let p. be 
'Z.. 

The lifetime 

Ti of the object in box i is a random variable according to the probabUi ty 

distribution F.(t) which is composed of two probability masses a. at t = a,S. 
'Z.. 'Z.. 'Z.. 

at t = 00 and a probability density function f.( t) on the interval (a, 0». The 
'Z.. 

mass ai is a probability that the object in box i dies before the search is 

begun. The mass Si is a probability that the object in box i is alive eter-

nally. Note that a. + f f.(t)dt + s. = 1 for i 
'Z.. a 'Z.. 'Z.. 

1, ... , n. We suppose that 

the density function fi(t) is differentiable in t almost everywhere. Let 

a( >a) be the search cost per unit time which is supposed to be 'cndependent of 

the box. If the object is in box i and the box i is searched for t hours, the 

object is detected with probability l-exp (-A. t) where A. (>a) is given cons-
'Z.. 'Z.. 

tanto Suppose that if the object is died, its dead body is detected w~th the 

same probability. If the live object is detected in box i, the searcher ob

tains a reward ri(>a). If the dead body of the object is detected, no reward 

is obtained. The problem is to find the optimal search policy, that iB, the 

allocation of search time maximizing the expected return (i.e. reward rninus 

cost) until the object is detected whether it is alive or not. 

The next search problem can be modelled in the same mathematical form. 

The object does not die eternally. But the reward is diminished with time, 

that is, the reward of detecting the object in box i at time t is r. S .: t) 
'Z.. 'Z.. 

where Si(t) is a discounted rate in box i at time t and is supposed to be non-

increasing in t. For example, if we put that S.(t) = 1 - F.(t), we obtain the 
'Z.. 'Z.. 

above-mentioned model. 

A search policy may be denoted by the function ~(t} = {~l(t), ... , ~n(t)} 
n 

where ~.(t) is search time in box i until time t and satisfies that L ~.(t) 
'Z.. i=l 'Z.. 

= t and cp.(t) > a (i = 1, ... , n) for any t (>0). The meaning of a policy tP 
'Z.. - -

is that if we search in box i for ~i(t) hours (i = 1, ..• , n) until time t and 

cannot detect the object, in the next time interval [t, t+~tl we search in box 

i for ~~(t)~t hours (i = 1, ... , n) knowing the failure of search until now. 

First we define some quantities. 

gi(t) - the expected return of detecting the object in box i at time t 

r . {f f· (s ) ds + S.} - at 
'Z.. t 'Z.. 'l-
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Pi ( tl</» :: the probability of detecting the object by time t given that 

it is in box i and that a polity </> is used 

where 

(1.1) 

= 1 - exp{->".</>.( t)}. 
'1- '1-

:: the expected return by using a policy </> 
n 00 

= L p.J g.(t)P.'(tl4»dt 
i=l '1- 0 '1- '1-

P'.( t 14» is the deri vati ve by t. Integrating by parts, 
'1-

n n 00 

~</>] = L Piri(l - CL.) + LP.! g'.(t) exp{->...</>.(t)}dt. 
i=l '1- i=l '1- 0 '1- '1- '1-

Since the first term of the equation (1.1) is independent of the policy 4>, 

the problem is given as follows: 

n 00 

R[4>]:: LP.! g'.(t) exp{->".4>.(t)}dt~max 
i=l '1- 0 '1- '1- '1- 4> 

(1.2) 

subject to 

n 
(1.3) .L 4>i(t) 

'1-=1 

t for any t(~O) 

(1.4) 4>i(t) is nonnegative, continuous and nondecreasing in t(>O) 

(i=l, •.• ,n). 

177 

Note that the integration of the equation (1. 2) exists since the density 1'. ( t) 
'1-

is continuous almost everywhere. The assumption that the search cost c is in-

dependent of the box is a very strong restriction, but it is necessary for 

formulating the problem in the above form. If the search cost depends on the 

bOX, it seems to be more difficult to analize the problem. On the other hand, 

it seems that we can replace the exponential detection function with the more 

general form. 

The search problem for a stationary object is investigated in many lit

eratures ( for' example [1], [2], ... , [12]). A model which has been analyzed 

by de Guenin [5] is given as follows: One stationary object exists in a con

tinuous search space X with the prior distribution g(x). This object does not 

die eternally. Let P[4>(x)] be the canditional probability of detecting the 

object with an effort 4>(x) when the object is indeed at x. The objective is 

to obtain an a.llocation of search effort maximizing the probability of detec

ting the object by using the given total effort </>. This problem is formulated 

as follows: 

max 
</> 

{ 

Jxg(x) p[4>(x)]dx 

subject to 

J
X

1>(X)dx = <1>, 4>(x) > o. 
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178 T. Nakai 

Under the suitable regular conditions, de Guenin [5] gives a necessary con

dition for a policy being optimal which is denoted by the form of the 

Neyman-Pearson lemma, that is, if a policy </I*(t) is optimal, there is a posi

tive constant A such that 

g(X)P [</I*(x)] { } A if </1*( t) { > } 0 
< = 

where P [</I*(x)] is the derivative of P[ </I] at </I = </I*(x) • 

In Section 2, using the similar method to de Guenin [5], we find neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for a policy to be optimal in our model 

(Theorem 1). Furthermore we obtain the optimal search rates at any time 

(Theorem 2). Theorem 2 contains a quantity which cannot be determined expli

citly and therefore the optimal search rates cannot be obtained really. In 

Section 3, we obtain explicitly the optimal search policy in the case of the 

differentiable lifetime density function, that is, f.(t) (i = 1, .•. , n) are 
t. 

differentiable in t e (0, (0) (Theorem 3). We give a numerical example with 

the exponential lifetime distribution in three-box case. In Section 4, we 

treat the case of the uniform lifetime distribution and give a numerical exam

ple in tow-box case. 

In the above model for the purpose of modelling the alpinist problem, we 

suppose that the search is continued until the object is detected whether it 

is alive or not. But usually if the search cost c is positive, it is tlseles5 

to continue the search for the object when it is perhaps died. Therefore we 

must consider a stopping problem with permitting to stop the search at any 

time. In Section 5, we deal such a stopping problem and obtain some proper

ties of the optimal search policy (Theorem 4). Specially in the case of the 

differentiable lifetime density function, a necessary condition for the opti

mal stopping time is obtained (Theorem 5). 

2, The Properties of the Optimal Search Po1~cy 

In the next theorem we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a 

policy to be optimal in the Neyman-Pearson type, Necessary condition is pro

ved by using the de Guenin's method with respect to time instead of space. 

Sufficient condition is proved by considering the Gateaux differential., 

Theorem 1, Necessary and sufficient conditions for a policy </1*( t) 

* * - { </Il(t), "" </In(t)} to be optimal are given as follows: There is a non-

negative function ~(t) for any t(~O) such that 
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A Search for an Object with a Random Lifetime 179 

00 
, 

(2.1) p.;A.; f [-g'.(s)] eXP{-A.CP*.(S»)ds { } \l( t) 
""t 1- 1-1- < 

if CP:( t) { : } o. 

* Proof: The proof of the necessity. Suppose that the policy cp is opti-, 
* mal. We consider any time tl (.:9) such that CPi( t

l
) > 0 and define a policy cP 

for any box j( ~ £) and any posi ti ve constants e:, l!.t as follows: 

{' cp.( t) if 0 < t < tl 1-
_ * e: 

t
l

) CPi(t) = cp!( t) - l!.t (t - if tl~t~*l+ At 

cp.( t) - e: if t + l!.t < t < 00, 
1- 1 

ttl if 0 ~ t ~ *1 
cp .( t) i: cp*.( t) e: 

t
l

) +l!.t(t- if *l~t~*l+ l!.t J J 
* CPj( t) + e: if tl + l!.t ~ t < 00 

* and CPk(t) = CPk(t) if any k( ~ i,j). It can be proved that if e: = o(l!.t) , the 

policy cP satisfies restrictions (1.3), (1.4) for a sufficiently small l!.t • 

* For cP and cP, we obtain 

* 00 * (2.2) R[cp ]-R[cp] = p.; f g~(t)[exp{-A.CP.(t)} - exp{-A.cp.(t)}]dt 
" t 1- 1-1- 1-1-

1 
00 

+p. J g'.(t)[exp{-A.cp~(t)} - exp{-Lcp.(t)}]dt. 
J t J JJ JJ 

1 

By the mean value theorem, 

and 

(2.4) * exp{-A .q, .(t)} - exp{-A.CP .(t)} 
J J J J 

* A.e: exp[-A .{cp .(t) + 6 4e:}] 
J J J 

if t1 ~ t ~ t1 + l!.t 

if t1 + l!.t < t < 00 
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180 T. Nakai 

where ° 2 6i 21 for i = 1,2,3, 4. Substituting the relations (2.3), (2.4) 

into the euqation (2.2), 

* (2.5) R[~ ]-R[~] = 

00 , * 
+ P·A.E f g.(t) exp[-A.{~.(t) + 64E}]dt ~ 0. 

J J tl +/It J J J 

'* The last inequality of (2.5) follows from the optimality of the policy ~ • 

Since E = o(~t), the first and third terms of (2.5) converge to zero as ~t 

approaches to zero. Dividing the second and fourth terms of (2.5) by E(>O) 

and letting ~t approach to zero, 
00 , * 

(2.6) [-g.(t)] exp{-A.~.(t)}dt 
-z.. -z.. -z.. 

, * 
> p.A. 
- J J 

[-g.(t)] exp{-A.~.(t)}dt. 
J J J 

, 
* If we select the box j(~i) satisfying ~j(tl) > 0, 

exchanging i for j in the above discussion can be 

the discussion obtained by 

developed and therefore we , , 
* * obtain the opposite inequality to (2.6). Then if ~.(tl) and ~ .(t

l
) are posi-

-z.. J, 
* tive, the equality is satisfied in (2.6). In other words, if ~.(t) is positi-
-z, 

ve, the left hand side of (2.6) becomes independent of i. Then a function 

~(t) exists such taat 

00 , * 
(2.7) PiAi f [-g.(s)] exp{-A.~.(s)}ds = ~(t) 

t -z, , -z.. -z.. 

* On the other hand if ~j(tl) = 0, the opposite 

sfied. Then 

00 

(2.8) p.A·f [-g '.(s)] exp{-A.~ ~(S)}ds 2 ~(t) 
JJ t J JJ 

, 
* if ~.(t) > 0. 
-z.. 

inequality of (2.6) is not sati-

, 
* if ~.(t) 
J 

0. 

The relation (2.1) is derived from (2.7), (2.8). 

* The proof of the sufficiency. Suppose that the policy ~ satisfies the 

relation (2.1) but is not optimal. Therefore there is a policy ~ such that 
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* R( CP] > R[ cP ]. We put 

* * * s( t) == CP( t) - cp (t) = {~( t) - CPl (t:), ••. , cpn( t) - cpn( t) } 

, * 
and consider the Gateaux di:f:ferential R [cp: s] o:f the :functional R[ cp] at 

* the point cP = cP in the direction o:f s which is de:fined by 

, * -1 * * R [CP : sJ = lim e: {RI cP + e:s] - R[ cP ]}. 
e:-J() 

By the equation (l.2) and the mean value theorem, we obtain that :for 

o 2 e 21, 

e:-l{R[ cp* + e:s] - R[ cP*]} 

n ex> '-1 * * 
= I p. J g.(t)e: [exp{-A.[CP·(t) + e:S.(t)]} - exp{-)...cp.(t)}]dt 

• 1, 1- 1- 1- 1- 1- 1-
1-=1 0 

n ex> , * 
= I p. J g.(t) S·(t)(-A.) exr:{-~ .. [cp.(t) + ee:s/t)]}dt. 

i=l "l- 0 1- 1- 1- 1- 1- ~ 

Letting e: approach to zero, we obtain the Gateaux di:f:ferential. 

,* n ex> , * * 
R [CP : s] = I p.A. J [-g.(t)]{cp.(t) - cp.(t)} exp{-A.cp.(t)}dt 

i=l 1- 1- 0 1- "l- 1- 1- 1-

n cot , ,t * 
= I J J p.A.[-g.(t)]{CP.(8) - cp.(s)} exp{-A.cp.(t)}d8 dt 

i=l 0 0 1- 1- 1- ~ 1- 1- ~ 

n 00 00 , ,~ * 
= I J J p.A.[-g.(t)]{cp.(s) - 4"(s)} exp{-A.cp.(t)}dt ds 

i=l 0 s ~ 1- ~ ~ 1- 1- 1-

( by the relation (2.1)) 

ex> n n ~ 
= J ]J(S){ I cp:(s) - I cp.(s)}ds 

o i=l 1- i=l 1-

= o. by the condition (1.3)) 

, 
On the other hand since g. (t) < 0 (i = 1., ••• , n), the :functional R[ cp] is 

1- -

concave in cp. There:fore 

* * * * R[cp + e:1;] - R[cp ] = R[(l - e:)cp + e:cp] - R[cp ] 

* * * ~ ( 1 - E:)R[cp ] + e:R[cp] - R[cp ] =£{R[cp] - R[cp ]}, 

181 
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that is, 

The last inequality follows from the assumption of the contradiction method. 
, * 

Letting € approach to zero in (2.10), we obtain that R [~ ; ~] > 0 whcih con-

* tradicts to (2.9). Then the policy ~ is optimal. (q.e.d.) 

In the next theorem, we obtain the optimal search rate at any time. 
, 

Theorem 2. If the derivatives f.(t) (i = 1, ... , n) exist almost every-
* ~ * * where, then the optimal policy ~ (t) =H].(t), ••• , ~n(t)} is given almost 

everywhere as follows. For the function ~(t) in Theorem 1, we define 

, * , g'!(t) ~"(t) 
(2.11) I(t):: Hlp.A.[-g.(t)] exp[-A.~.(t)] = -~ (t) and -~- > -- } 

~~ 1- 1-~ ) () , gi(t ~'t 
* Then I(t) = {il~i(t) > O} and the optimal search rate is given as 

, ).-:1 _~ __ + 1 - I ).-:1 ~ I 
(2.12) ~;(t) = 1- gi(t) jEI(t) J gi(t) j~I(t) 

follows: 

'j1) -1] 
{ 

[ 

g'!(t) ( g'!(t))( 

if i E I(t) o if i ¥ I(t). 
* Proof: Put T i:: {t I ~ i ( t) > O} (i 1, ... , n). By Theorem 1, 

CD 

(2.13) p.).. f [-g:(8)] exp{-A.~~(8)}d8= ~(t) 
~'l- t 1- 1-1-

Differentiat.ing both sides of (2.13) with respect to t, 

(2.14) 
, * , 

p.A.[-g.(t)] exp{-A.~.(t)} = -~ (t) 
~ ~ 1- 1- ~ 

or 

Differentiating once more, 

(2.15) 
, [ g'!(t) * -1 1-~.(t) = A. ---

1- ~ g~(t) 
1-

Therefore if t e Ti' 

g'!(t) ~"(t) 
1---> 

gi(t) ~,(t) 

_ ~"(t)] 
~' (t) 

iftE.T. 
1-

ift€-T .• 
~ 

On the other hand, if the equation (2.14) holds in the complement of the 

closure of the set T~., we obtain by the same method that g'!(t)/g~(t) = 
... ~ 1-
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IJ"(t)/IJ'(t). Therefore I(t) defined by (:2.11) coincides with the set 
n ~ 

> O} almost everywhere. Next substituting (2.15) into .L ~J.(t) 1, 
J=l 

, 
[ g'!1 tl - ."Itl] * 1 L ~ .( t) = L A-:l _J __ 

jEI( t) J j<£I( t) J g'.( t) IJ'(t) 
J 

or 

IJ"(t) 

- (1 -
g':ltl) ( ) -1 (2.16) L -l~ L -1 --= 

Aj g'.(t) jf:I(t) 
'Aj • 

IJ' (t) jf:I( t) 
J 

183 

Substituting (::!.16) into (2.15), we obtain (2.12). (q.e.d. ) 

, Remark 1. Since the function IJ( t) is not known, the optimal search r!tte 
* ~.(t) is not explicit. 
~ . 

Remark 2. Let Pi(tl~) be the posterior probability that the object ia in 

box i given that it is not detected until time t by using a policy ~. B;', the 

Baye' s rule, 

(2.17) 

* , 
If ie I(t), by (2.14) and (2.17), we know that p.(tl~ )L[-g.(t)] is indepen-

~ ~ ~ 

dent of i. In other words, the optimal aearch policy is to allocate the sear-
* , ch time to equalize the value of p.(tl~ )'A.[-g.(t)] for all boxes which are 

~ ~ ~ 

searched at time t. But we must note tha.t the optimal policy is not necessa-
* , 

rily to search in all boxes which maximize the value of p.(tl~ )'A.[-g.(t)]. 
~ ~ ~ 

We shall give an example indicating this notice in Section 4. On the other , 
hand, in the case of the object being immortal, [-g.(t)) is independent of i 

~ 

and it is well-known that the optimal policy is to search in all boxes maxi-

* mizing the value of p. (t I ~ lA .. 
~ ~ 

3. The case of the Differentiable Lifetime Del)sity Function 

In this E,ection we suppose that the lifetime density functions fi (t) 
(i :: 1, .•. , n) are differentiable in t E (0, 00). We consider a following 

policy 4>: We put 

(i 1, ... , n) 

and 
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J(t) == H!h.(t!cp) = max h.(t!cp)} 
1- l:j::!,- J 

for t E [0, co). 

The policy cP searches at time t in all boxes maximizing hi(t!cp) with rates 

given by 

, 
(3.1) cp.( t) 

1-

Lemma 1. 

>.-:1 _1-__ + 1 - L 
[

g'!(t) ( 

1- gilt) jeJ(t) 

o :Lf i ~ J( t) . 

Suppose that li(t) (i=l, ... , 

>. . 
g'!( t) ) -l~ 

J g'.( t) 
J 

n) are differentiable in t. If 

the above policy i searches in box t at time t, it searches in box i at any 

time in the interval ft, co). 

Proof: Suppose that though the above policy cp searches in box i at time 

t, it does not necessarily search in box i at all time t in .[t, co). Then 

there is a time S(~ t) such that i E J(s) and i ~ J(S+6t) for a sufficiently 

small 6t (> 0). We consider box j such that j E J(s+6t). Therefore 

(3.2) h.(s+U!cp) < h.(s+U!cp). 
1- J 

If j ~ J(s), hi(s!cp) > hj(s!CP) which is contradictory to the continuity of 

the function h* ( t ! cp) in 1;. Then j E J( s) . Therefore 

h.(s!CP) = h.(s!<p). 
1- J 

On the other hand, we obtain 

(3.4) 

Substituting (3.1) into (3.4) [note that i EJ(s}], we obtain 

hi(s!cp) x [constant in i] 
hj(s!CP) x [constant in iJ 

hj(s!CP) 

(by the relation (3.3)) 

Two equations (3.3) and (3.5) lead us to the fact that h.(S+6t!cp) = h.(S+6t!cp) 
1.. J 

which contradicts to (3.2). Then by the contradiction method, the proof is 

completed. (q.e.d. ) 

Theorem 3. If I.(t) (i=l, ... , n) are differentiable in t €: (0, co), a 
1-

policy which searches at time t in all boxes maximizing h.(t!CP) with rates 
1-

given by (3.1) is optimal. 

Proof: We prove that cp satisfies the sufficient condition in Theorem 1, 

that is, 
co 

(3.6) if iE J(1;), f h,.(s!<P)ds ~ f h.(s!cp)ds for any t, j 
t L- t J 
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Noting that the policy, ~ searches all boxes in the long run, let tl be the 

first time such that ~ j( t l ) > 0 and tl > t. 

By Lemma 1, we obtain 

185 

hi(s I~) { : } hj(s I~) 
which leads us to (3.6). (q.e.d) 

Corollary 1. If f i ( t) = 0 (0 < t < co) or r'i = 0 for i=l, ... , n, then 

a policy ~ which searches at time t in all boxes maximizing p.A. exp{-A.~.(t)} 
'Z- 'Z- 'Z- 'Z- . 

in proportion to Ail is optimal. 
, 

Proof: Noting that [-g.( t)] 
'Z-

conclusion by l'heorem 3. 

c for any i, t in this case, we obtain the 

(q.e.d) 

Remark 3. It is interesting that the optimal search policy is indepen

dent of r'i (i=l, ... , n) in Corollary 1. SpeciallY the result of the case 

that l3i = 1 fOT i=l, "', n is well-known. 

Numerical example 1. We consider the 3-box case with the exponential 

lifetime distribution, that is F.(t) = 1 - exp(-6.t) (6. > 0) for i=l, 2, 3. 
'Z- 'Z- 'Z-

We give the values of parameters as follows: < Pl , P2 ' P
3 

> = < 0.5, 0.3, 

0.2 >, (Al , A2 , A
3

) = (0.6,0.9,1.2), (°1 ,62 ,6
3

) = (0.1, 0.3, ~.5),C = 1 

and r'.= 2 (i=l, 2, 3). We can obtain the optimal search policy ~ by 
'Z-

Theorem 3 as follows: 

* h"(tl~ ) = p.A.{p.6. exp(-6.t) 
" 'Z- 'Z- 'Z- 'Z- 'Z-

* + c} exp{-A.~.(t)}. 
'Z- 'Z-

0.36 (i = 1) 
0.432 (i = 2) 
0.48 (i = 3). 

* * * * Since h3(01~ ) > h2(01~ ) > hl(ol~ ) ,~ must search in box 3 only until time 

* * tl such that h3(tll~ ) = h2(tll~ ), that is, tl is the unique positive root 

of the equation 

0.24[exp(-0.5t) + 1] exp(-1.2t) = 0.27[0.6exp(-0.3t) + 1]. 

* If tl < t < t
2

, ~ must search in bex 2,3 only with rates given by (3.1), 

that is, 

{ 

.!±. - 1. [3 + 5exp(ll.3t)]-1 + 2.. [1 + exp(0.5t)r1 
7 7 21 

f + f [3 + 5exp(0.3t)]-1 - ~l [1 + exp(0.5t)]-1 

(i = 2) 

(i = 3), 

The time t2 is * * given by h2(t21~ ) = hl(t21~ ), that is, t2 is the unique 

positive root of the equation 
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* 0.27[0.6exp(-0.3t) + 1] exp{-0.9~2(t)} 

* 
0.3[0.2exp(-0.lt) + 1] 

where ~2(t) is given by 

It { * -t [3 + 5exp(0.3S)]-1 + ~l [1 + exp(0.58)]-1}dS. 
tl 

* If t2 < t < 00, ~ must search in all boxes with rates giveh by 

, 
* ~ .(t) 
1.-

Remark 4. 

~3 - f,s [1+5exp(0.lt)]-1+ ~3[3+5exp(0.3t)]-1+ ~§[1+exp(0.5t)]-1 

~3 + ~8 [l+~5exp(0.lt)rl- i3[3+5 exP(0.3t)rl + ~~[l+eXP(0.5t)]-1 

i3 + ~8 [1+5exp(0.lt)]-1+ i3[3+5exP(0.3t)]-1- ~§[1+exp(0.5t)]-1 

(i = 3). 

If the object can live for ever, the order of the start of the 

optimal sear~h is box 1,2, 3 since PIAl> P2 A2 > P3A3 which is a well-known 

result. But in this model the order must be box 3, 2, 1 since the expected 
-1 -1 -1· lifetime in each box is (81 , 82 ' 8

3 
) = (10, 10/3, 2). Namely, though the 

efficiency of search is worst in box 3, the optimal search policy must search 

in box 3 first since the expected lifetime is very small there. 

4. The Case of the Uniform Lifetime Distribution 

In this section, we suppose that the lifetime distribution of the object 

is uniform, that is, 

for 0 < t < a. 
- 1.-

for a. < t < 00 
1.-

(i 1, ... ,n). 

Theorem 2 does not give the optimal search policy explicitly. Theorem 3 can

not be held in this case since fi(t) is not continuous at t = ai . The 

author made efforts to find an algorithm to obtain the optimal policy 

explicitly, but could not find the available algorithm. It seems that we 

follow Theorem 3 in the general situation but must make a suitable modifi

cation in the neighborhood of the discontinuous point of fi(t) (i=l, ... , n). 

To see this point, we give a numerical example. 

Numerical example 2. We consider the 2-box problem with following 

values of parameters: < P
l

, P2 > = < 0.6,0.4 > , (A
l

, A2 ) = (0.7, 0.9), 

* (aI' a
2

) = (6, 3), (1'1' Y'2) = (3, l~) and c = 1. We put hi(tl~ ) 
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, * 
= p.A.[-g.(t)]exp{-A.~.(t)}. Theorem 1 states that the optimal policy 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

searches at time t in boxes which attain the maximum of the area of the region 
* under the funetion h.(slq, ) on the interval [t, 00). Then in the general situ-

* ~ * ation, q, searches in boxes maximizing h. (t Iq,), but in the neighborhood of 
* ~ 

t = ai (i=l, ~~), q, must be choosen such that the above property is satisfied. 

* After trial and error, we offer the following policy q, as the optimal policy 

* (which will be proved to be optimal later). The policy q, searches in boxes 

in accordance with Table 1 in whieh t2 <: 3 < t3 and t4 < 6 < t5' See Fig. l. 
* When <p searches both boxes, the proportion of the search in box 1 is 

A~l/(A~l + A;l) = 9/16 by Theorem 2. 

Table 1. 

time interval 

boxes to be searched 2 1,2 1 1,2 2 

* * For this poliey q, ,hi (t Iq,) (£=1, 2) are given as follows: 

0.63 if 0 <t <t 
- - 1 

9 0.63exp[-0.7x 16(t-tl )] if tl2. t 2. t2 

0.63exp[-0.7{~(t2-tl)+(t--t2)}] if t2 < t 2. t3 

0.63exp[-0.7{~(t2-tl)+(t3-t2)+ i6(t-t3 }] if t3 < t 2.t4 

9 9 0.63exP[-0·7{16(t2-tl )+(t
3
-t2 )+ 16(t4-t

3
)}] if t4 < t < 6 

0.42exp[-0.7{~(t2-tl)+(t3-t2)+ i6(t4-t
3

)}] if 6 < t < t5 

0.42exp[-0.7 {16(t2-tl )+(t3-t2 )+ ~(t4-t3)+ i6(t-t
5

) }) 

< 00 

'0.94exp[-0.9t] 

O.94exp[-O.9{t + L(t -t )}] if t2 2. t 2. 3 
1 16 2 1 

O.36exp[-O.9{tl + fg(t2-tl )}] if 3 2. t 2. t3 

1,2 

0.36exp[-0.9{tl + I6(t2-tl )+ i6(t4-t3)+(t-t4 )}] if t42. t < t5 

* hI ( t I <p ) otherwise. 

which are described in Fig. 1. Here five threshold time t. (i=l ,2, .•. ,5) 
~ * 

are determined as follows: If box 2 only is searched, the function h2 (tl<p ) 

* * decreases in t and intersects the function hl(tl<p ) (= hl(ol<p ) = 0.63) a.t 
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* last. Then let tl be the first time at which ~(tl~ ) * ~(tl~ ), that is, 

tl is a unique root of the equation 

0.94exp[-0.9t] = 0.63. 

If we fix the time t 2 , then t3 can be determined as a function of t2 by the 

equation 

0.63exP[-0.7{i6(t2-t1 ) + (t
3
-t2 )}] = 0.36exp[-0.9{tl + {6(t2-tt}] 

* * which states that two functions hl(tl~ ), h2(tl$ ) separating from each other 

at time t2 become equivalent to each other agin at time t3' We determine t2 

(therefore t3 also) such that two region Al , A2 in Fig. 1 have the same 

areas, that is, 

Furthermore we determine t 4 , t5 such that two regions Bl , B2 in Fig. 1 have 

the same areas. Thus we obtain following values: 

10 4 (. .) tl = "9 log"'3 =; 0 . .32 3 - t log f ( ~ 2.395) 

t3 = 3 + t log f ( ~ 3.605) 
10 21. 

6 - "9 log 10 ( ~ 5.176) 

10 21. 
6 +"9 log 10 ( ~ 6.824). 

0.94 Ir-------'..., 

0.63 .... ---...------11-----, 

0.42 --------~--------------------------------------

0.36 

o 

box 1 ~-~---~~.--.-.. ".l-! ----------------
I 

box 2 ~ ...... --.... -- - - - - •• ------------------------

Fig. 1. 
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* Finally we prove that the above policy ~ is optimal. Let ~(t) be a fUnction , 
such that -~ (t) is defined by 

otherwise. 

Then the fUnction ~(t) is expressed by the area of the region which is formed , 
below the fUnction -~ (t). See Fig. 1. By the method of structuring of 

h.(t I~ * * functions ) (i=l, 2) and ~(t) , it is evident that ~ satisfies the 
'Z. 

* sufficient condition of Theorem 1. Then 4J is optimal. 
00 

* Remark 5. Though ~(t) = m~x J h.(sl4J )ds, it is not satisfied that 
, 

-~ (t) 

'Z. t 'Z. 

max I * = i hi(t 4J ), for example, see the graph on the intervals 

[t4 , 6] in Fig. 1. Then Theorem 3 is not held in this case. See Remark 2. 

5. Optimal Stopping Problem 

In the model treated in the former section, we supposed that the search 

is continued until the object is detected because in the alpinist problem 

the family of the alpinist wants to find him though he is died. But in the 

usual problem if the search cost e is pOBitive, it is reasonable to stop the 

search at a certain time. Then in this Bection we treat the stopping problem 

with permitting to stop the search at any time. 

We modify the model in the former Bection about the following points: 

1. The searcher is permitted to stop the search at any time. 

2. The objective of the searcher is to rnaximize the expected return (reward 

minus cost) until the searcher detects the object or stops the search. 

A policy in the modified model is expressed by (4J, T) where 4J is the 

search policy and T is the stopping time.. Let V(4J, T) be the expected return 

by using a policy (4J, T). 

V(~, T) 
n T, n 
Lp· J g. ( t ) P . ( t I ~ ) dt + {l - L p.p. ( T 14J ) ( -eT) 

i=l 'Z. 0 'Z. 'Z. i=l 'Z. 'Z. 

Integrating by parts, we obtain 

n 
I p.1".[l-F.(T)][l-exp{-A.4J.(T)}] - eT 

i=l 'Z. 'Z. 'Z. 'Z. 'Z. 

n T , 

+ L p. J [-g.(t)][l-exp{-A.4J.(t)}]dt 
i=l 'Z. 0 'Z. 'Z. 1-

max max 
+ 

T 4J 

Following the outline of the proof of the former theorems, we obtain the 
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following theorems. 

Theorem 4. For a fixed stopping time T, necessary and sufficient 

* conditions for a search policy ~ to be optimal are given as follows: There , 
* > is a nonnegative function ~(t) for any t (~O) such that if ~i(t){ = }O, 

T '* * = p.A. f [-g.( s) ]exp {-A.~.( 8) }d8+p.A.2' .[l-F ~( T) ]exp {- A.~ .h) }{ }~( t) • 
~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ < 

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. (q.e.d. ) 

We can prove that Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 hold without modifications. But 

Theorem 3 cannot hold since maximizing h.(tl~) does not guarantee the 
1.-

sufficient condition in Theorem 4. 

Theorem 5. Suppose that f.(t) (i=l,"',n) are differentiable at all 
~ 

t E. [0, GO). (i) For a fixed stopping time T, a policy ~ which searche:3 at 

time t in all boxes maximizing h.(tl~) with rates given by (3.1) is optimal , ~ 

if ~.(T) > 0 for i=l,'" ,no (ii) For the optimal policy ~ given by (i), 
1.- * 

the optimal stopping time T is a root of the equation 

n , 
L p.{A.2'.[l-F.(T)H.(T)-a} exp {-L~.(T)} = 0, 

i=l 1.- ~ ~ ~ ~ 1.- ~ 

, * 
if ~.(T ) > 0 for i=l,···,n. 

1.- , 
Proof: (i) Since ~.(T) > 0 (i=l,"',n), we obtain by Theorem 4 

1.-

p.A.2'.[l-F.(T)] exp {-A.~.(T)} = ~(T) 
1.- 1.- 1.- 1.- ~ ~ 

(i=l,'" ,n). 

Then the relation (5.2) becomes 

T , 

P.;A. f [-g.(8)] exp {-L~.(8)} d8 { } ~(t) - ~h) 
~ ~ t ~ 1.- ~ < 

which ha~ 

region f 
t 

the same form as the relation (2.1). except that the integral 
T 

is replaced by f . Therefore Theorem 3 can hold. Then ~ is 
t 

optimal. (ii) If we note that the optimal search policy ~ given in (i) is 

independent of T, ~T V(~,t) = 0 leads us th the equation (5.3) (q.e.d.) 
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